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the original american english is the source of the english words and phrasal
verb forms of the language that are in daily use throughout the world. the
american english dictionary is the foundation of the dictionaries now used
throughout the world. the current american edition, published by the merriam-
webster, inc. and available online at www.merriam-webster.com and in print
form at bookstores everywhere, is the most frequently-used dictionary on the
market today. other publishers include the dictionary.com and merriam-
webster, inc.. the oxford dictionary of the english language (1996) is a
complete reference work that covers not only the english language, but also
related european languages and english-speaking languages of the americas,
australia, new zealand, and africa. the oxford dictionary is widely regarded as
the definitive reference work on english and it is considered to be the most
authoritative, accessible, and complete reference on the english language. it
has an excellent website, www.oxforddictionaries.com. the cepd is a great
dictionary for all learners of english, and especially for learners who are
learning english as a second language. it is the dictionary of choice for the
oxford dictionaries and also for the cambridge english dictionary. if you are
looking for a dictionary for learners of english, you have found the right
dictionary. cambridge english language & pronunciation dictionary (celpd),
published by cambridge university press, is the world's most widely used
dictionary for the study of english pronunciation, and a leading reference for
english language students, teachers and researchers. its unique features
include an extensive reference section, helpful pronunciation notes, and
comprehensive audio recordings for most of its headwords. the dictionary also
includes full ipa phonetic transcriptions of all pronunciation features, alongside
the standard phonetic transcription that is used in most dictionaries. the
dictionary's audio recordings are available in several different accent versions:
british english, american english, west midland english, scottish english and
australian english.
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the cambridge pronouncing dictionary contains all the most common word
forms and phrases for the study of english pronunciation, with clear and

accurate pronunciations and audio recordings. it also includes an extensive
reference section, helpful pronunciation notes and extensive audio recordings

for all its headwords. get a comprehensive, reliable, and fully updated
dictionary to help you improve your english. it offers the most comprehensive
coverage of the english language with over 400,000 key words and phrases,
based on the latest research from the oxford english corpus. its full-colour

design and easy-to-use search facility make it ideal for all levels of study. this
edition is based on the oxford english corpus and so the entries are the most
up-to-date. the dictionary is easily searched and includes the most frequently

used words and phrases. the entries are divided into main entries and key
entries, with the main entries containing definitions and example sentences,

while the key entries offer extra information about a word or phrase. the
oxford english corpus is the world's largest source of data on english, and is

the best resource for understanding how the language is changing. it's used to
record data on more than 200 million words from over five million sources of
written and spoken english, and covers a period from the middle of the 17th

century up to the present day. this edition is based on the latest data from the
oxford english corpus and so the entries are the most up-to-date. with this
edition, you can search the oxford english corpus for the most up-to-date
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english words. the database includes words from more than 100 sources,
including newspapers, magazines, tv, radio, computer and online forums. you

can also make your own personalised dictionary which can be used to study for
exams and revise for gcses, a-levels and university. 5ec8ef588b
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